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Thanks so much for getting in touch with me, your special day is
approaching and I’d love to welcome you with a big congratulations for
finding and choosing each other for a life in divine union. With nothing
but big hearts dancing in your eyes, a day that calls together loved ones
to witness and take part in the love you have created together, I’d
absolutely love to be a part of your love story, mirroring the bond you
share through natural and authentic imagery.

Capturing the raw, real moments of true connection between two souls,  
the essence that makes your romance unique, amongst stunning
landscapes- through the art of storytelling, embracing non-traditional,
documentary-style wedding photography.

CONGRATS!
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From the cheeky kisses, dazzling glances and jiving on
the dance floor, I’ll be there to authentically
document your love story. Trust that I'll capture your
images and your story seamlessly, preserving your
memories without interruption. I'll blend into the
background, much like an old friend, capturing both
the 'big moments' and the 'little ones' without
disrupting the natural flow.
 
Your ceremonial time is sacred, and I respect that.
Operating from the sidelines, you'll hardly notice I'm
there, allowing you to revel in every moment without
worry.

Why I can't wait to document your day
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“Cooper somehow made himself feel like an old friend who was so involved and

welcomed at the wedding while also seamlessly moving around the event. He made us

feel incredibly comfortable and Brough such genuine and enthusiastic energy to the

whole day. We are beyond thrilled he was a part of our day.” 

JESS & LEWIS

KIND WORDS 

A creative soul fuelled by the energy of the environment and the people
around me. 

I have a deep reverence for the true connection between humans, and the
safety and trust that it instills. It is in these moments of connection, even
the smallest ones, that create the journey of your story, and I love being a
part of it. I believe in creating a calming atmosphere, helping you stay
grounded, and ensuring your comfort, so these moments amidst your
special day are naturally captured and can be remembered forever. 

Chat soon, I can't wait to hear all about your dreams and plans for the day.

HI, I’M COOPER
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OUR  JOURNEY STARTS HERE Choose Your Experience
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PART DAY

$2K + GST

HALF DAY

$3K + GST

$4K + GST
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FULL DAY
+ 3 Hour Photo Documentation

+  10 images in 24 hours

+ 6 Hour Photo Documentation

My most popular booking

+ 15 images in 24 hours

You’ll receive a cross-section of your professional
photos. Ready to be shared on social media and

with friends and family.

+ 10 Hour Photo Documentation

Top to bottom, and all the in betweens

+ High resolution photos

Print your favourite moments from the day 

+ Low resolution images

+ Online slide show & gallery

Spread the love with friends and family

All the big moments, a little bit of prep,
ceremony, group and portraits

You’ll receive a cross-section of your professional
photos. Ready to be shared on social media and

with friends and family.

Perfect for sharing on social media

+ High resolution photos

Print your favourite moments from the day 

+ Low resolution images

Perfect for sharing on social media

+ High resolution photos

Print your favourite moments from the day 

+ Low resolution images

Perfect for sharing on social media

+ Online slide show & gallery

Spread the love with friends and family
+ Online slide show & gallery

Spread the love with friends and family

+ 24 images in 24 hours
You’ll receive a cross-section of your professional

photos. Ready to be shared on social media and
with friends and family.

+ Mini engagement shoot 
(Sunshine Coast Only)

or

+ Print
a large framed print of your favourite photo



OUR PROCESS 
Keeping it smooth and stress-free, just for you

A free consultation for you to get
a feel for what it'll be like
working together. We'll chat
about your dreams and visions,
and how we can make it all work.

Yay! We'll finalise your deposit
and sign the dotted lines to secure
your booking. 

From scouting shoot locations to
finessing your run sheet, we'll
keep in touch throughout your
wedding planning. I'm always just
an email away!

I'll show up excited and ready to
shoot your day - without missing
a beat. I will be on all day watching
out for every special moment so
that you can simply enjoy the day!
I'll be there as part of your team,
expect relaxed, calm yet confident
Coop.

Let's relive your big day all over
again! I know you can't wait so
I'll send you a sweet little sample
within 24 hours after your
wedding.

Grab some wine and get cosy
because here's the final unveiling.
Hop online to view your visual
story book to the day of days.

Whether it was part of your
package or not, let's print, it
truly is worth it to have up high
on your walls. Local high-quality
fine art prints on cotton rag
archival papers, and framed in all
sorts of timbers by a local family
business. Or chat to me about
sorting your coffee table book,
magazine or leather-bound
album.

LOCK IT IN NAIL THE DETAILS01 02 03

04

06

THE WEDDING SNEAK PEEK

YOU’VE GOT MAIL LETS PRINT

05

07
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LET’S MEET

and how it works
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“WE LOVE EVERY SHOT”

“From our first email correspondence, we knew we’d be in great hands. We felt like we had

known Cooper for years, and it was like having an additional friend at the wedding rather

than a stranger. He has such a relaxed and easy style, he immediately puts everyone at

ease.

If you like unstaged, natural & authentic images, then Cooper is the man for the job. He

captured so much joy in such a relaxed manner. We love every shot and are so grateful to

have had Coop as our photographer.”

JUSTINE & SAM



OPTIONAL EXTRAS
it’s your day, anything is possible
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I am pretty good at covering a lot of ground and it’s not often I
need a second photographer, although if you are getting ready
a long way apart, want multiple angles of the ceremony or have
more than 150 guests then I recommend a second shooter,
usually only needed for three hours. I only use like-minded
tried and trusted photographers & videography.

Don't want to wait the usual 4-6 weeks to see your photos?
The excitement is real and we get that. Skip the queue and
add the rush service to have your photos in just a week after
your wedding.

We'd love to capture your destination wedding, no matter
where it is in the world. To assist with your planning, we've
created some affordable, all inclusive travel packs. Just tack
it on, and we'll look after the rest.

+$500 For Domestic Travel (Weddings more than 300km  from 4564) 

+$1,500 For International Travel (Weddings outside Australia)

01. SECOND PHOTOGRAPHER/VIDEO

+$100/hr 2nd photog, enquire within for videography 

+$550 Rush Fee

02. RUSH FEE

03. THE TRAVEL
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An engagement shoot is a chance for us to capture some
really beautiful, candid photos of you and your partner in
a relaxed environment. Just the two of you, being you in a
location of your choice.

Plus, if you're a little camera-shy, it's the perfect
opportunity for you to practice being comfortable in front
of the camera, in the lead-up to your wedding day.

Either way, I promise that we'll have a lot of fun while
we're at it.

*This shoot is included in the All Day package for FREE 

ENGAGEMENT

$650 + GST

Print your favourite moments of the day

Spread the love with friends and family

Perfect for sharing on social

+ Online slide show & gallery

+ High resolution photos

+ Low resolution images

shoot



FAQ
Can we customise a wedding package? 

Yes! I’m ready to hit the road for your story, wherever it
unfolds across the world.

If you're thinking of taking your celebrations overseas, please
get in touch so we can chat about the finer details.

Dreaming of a private ceremony with just the two of you, or a
handful of your close loved ones, I’d be honoured to run off
with you and document your intimate ceremony, Ive also got
the perfect team to sort this for you too. 

I'm so lucky to call the Sunshine Coast my home, I’m based
here and shoot most of my weddings here, however, I’m only
a stone's throw to Brisbane, Gold Coast and Byron and I don't
charge travel or accommodations for these spots.

Do you photograph elopements?

How many photos will I receive?

Trust that I’ll capture your images and story seamlessly, with
compelling composition to deliver you real, memorable
moments. I have a focus on quality rather than quantity, that's
why I will choose the best and significant photos to tell your
story, but you can expect around 60+ professionally edited
images per hour, with up to 130 coming from long ceremonies,
trust me I won’t miss a beat. 

Where are you based?

Do you photograph internationally?
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Yep, of course, just treat the packages as a price guide. We
can come up with a package that fits exactly what you need
to cater to your day, for example: 7hrs coverage with 2nd
photographer for 2 hours across getting ready and ceremony,
with a print and frame of your favourite photo.



Firstly, you’ll receive a cross-section of your professional
photos ready to be shared on social media and with friends

and family within 24hrs, that'sright the very next day. You'll
receive a link to your online gallery and slide sow to watch
and relive your wedding day. You can also create favourite

lists, easily send to family and friends and download in both
hi and low resolution 

This is your wedding and if you’d prefer that I don’t share on
my social media platforms, I will respect that.

 I give a 3- 6 week window to receive your final wedding
photos. My mission is to create your one-of-a-kind storybook,

with a moody, understated editing style that will set your
images apart. If you’d like your images sooner, please ask me

about the rush fee. 

You are in the hands of someone who has a knack for
creating a calming atmosphere, helping you stay grounded,
ensuring your comfort, and allowing you to revel in every

moment without worry. In a moment when conditions
change, I am one who is adaptable and sees the possibility in
different situations. Trust that we will work it out together. I

come prepared with unique umbrellas at the ready too. 

How will I receive my photos?

How long will it take to receive our photos?

We don't want our photos on social media

What happens if bad weather strikes?
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Do you have a payment plan?

Yes, we can organise to split your payments into four
instalments. Just let me know if this would suit you.

Life can be complex at times and conditions change. The
deposit is non-refundable as this helps to protect my business
due to turning away all other bookings for your wedding date.
HoweverI am here to help you work things out and we can
change the date if Im available. 

Of course, the images will be available in high resolution to
print from your personal image hub. These photos will be
crystal-clear, stunning visuals, perfect for any print size. I can
lso tke care of all this for you too, just ask. 

What if I have to cancel or move my booking?

Do you have any vendors you recommend?

Yes, from years of experience in the wedding industry, I have
come to work with some of the top wedding vendors. I am
more than happy to make some suggestions to help bring your
wedding day together. Just reach out, I’m here to bring the
possibilities to life, from celebrants to DJs to limousine
transports and custom stationary sets, just ask, I’m here to
help.
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Can I print my photos?
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LET'S ORGANISE A CATCH UP

BOOK IN TODAY

YOUR HAPPINESS IS MY HAPPINESS
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HOW TO BOOK
Here's how you can lock me in for your wedding day

I want you to feel completely comfortable
and confident in your choice of wedding
photographer. My priority is to make you

feel comfortable and confident, whilst
gaining a sense of your style and personality

to know what images truly catch your eye.

I’ll arrange a catch-up either in person or
virtually. I invite you to ask as many

questions as you'd like, it’s our chance to get
to know each other and see if we’re the

perfect match for your special day.

Please note, to avoid any disappointment,
reach out ASAP to pencil in your date, we
can hold it while we work out if we are a

good fit, then lock it in if it’s a Green
Light.  

FIRST OF ALL, THANK YOU!

CONNECTION IS JUST AS
IMPORTANT AS STUNNING

PHOTOGRAPHY

Ready to make this official? Great!
Please email me at hello@cooperbrady.com.au with your

chosen package.  I will generate a contract and a $550
deposit invoice, once the contract is in your hands and the

deposit is secured, your big day is officially on the calendar.
And remember, I’m here to answer any questions along the

way.



LOVE NOTES AND KIND WORDS 
Testimonials I've received from other couples
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“We could not recommend Cooper as a wedding photographer enough. Both leading up to and on the
day he was professional, organised and engaged to make sure everything flowed well. He guided us
through our shots while keeping it relaxed and fun. Cooper handled our stormy weather wedding with
ease and brought along a stack of umbrellas. Our photos are amazing, they are everything we wanted.
He even sent a few images within 24 hours for us to share.” 

We were absolutely blown away by his ability to capture both the glamorous shots, as well as and most
importantly, the details of connection, tears and laughter, all the inbetween moments that make a
wedding. If you’re looking for someone who is passionate about capturing true connection, the whole
picture and the intimate details, all while doing it with lots of energy and a smile on his face, give
Cooper a call - you won’t regret it.”

“WE WERE LUCKY ENOUGH TO HAVE COOPER FLY TO ITALY TO SHOOT OUR WEDDING”

I knew that Cooper was the only person I trusted to authentically capture one of our most special
moments. He went above and beyond for us, he found the most magical, perfect spot for us to be
married, gave amazing recommendations for other creatives we would need for the big day including
celebrant, MUA and florist. I knew he would create magic for us and that he did. Nothing was too
much trouble and we are forever grateful to have found such a wonderful photographer and friend in
Cooper.”

“HE WENT ABOVE AND BEYOND FOR US”

“HE GUIDED US THROUGH OUR SHOTS WHILE KEEPING IT RELAXED AND FUN”

-Lucy & Stewart

- Prue & Chris

-Brydie & Mat



YOUR JOURNEY'S JUST STARTING
delve into the magical memories that await

WEBSITE

cooperbrady.com.au 

SOCIALS

@cooperbradyphotog

EMAIL

hello@cooperbrady.com.au

Would love to see more of my images? Or want a feel of the full delivered sample gallery experience? Visit

these channels below to dive a bit deeper. From the moment of first connection, I am here to help you explore

my photography so feel free to email me or instagram DM.


